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Chapter 1

Introduction

For all we know, visual representation of knowledge and information has accompanied
human civilization from its very beginning. It has been a useful tool for storing, com-
municating and exploring information thanks to the human visual system which is a
broad communication channel capable of perceiving a rich volume of information in a
single moment. With the development of computers and automatic data processing the
need for an effective visualization grew even stronger, since the understanding of infor-
mation inside the human mind happens in a different way than it does in the computer.
Therefore the success of most computer-aided efforts strongly depends on the com-
munication between the two counterparts – human and computer. The results of any
simulation, scan or survey are easily hidden or lost when an improper visualization is
used. Visual exploration becomes a valuable part of most scientific research conducted
with the aid of computers.

Both human and computer are powerful processing units, but the information ex-
change is limited by the capabilities of a computer display. Plus the information is often
multivariate, structured or hierarchical, therefore it is vital to use the communication
resources wisely. Many sophisticated techniques to visualize even very complicated
information were developed. Unfortunately their displays get easily cluttered by large
data and in those cases the visual exploration becomes a slow process. Moreover the
high number of visual elements in the display can cause an improper interpretation of
the data because of occlusion and aggregation and can lead to wrong results.

The graphical and human processing resources could be saved if a simplified rep-
resentation of the same data was presented to the viewer. Displaying less stimuli while
preserving the intrinsic nature of the visualized data avoids the overall clutter and in-
comprehension regarding the display. This thesis introduces a new way to gain such a
modification – visual abstraction. With the aid of unsupervised data mining – a domain
of computer science focused on automatical exploration of interesting features inside
the data –, an abstract representation of the original data is built in several levels of
abstraction. The viewer is provided with a certain level of abstraction and is allowed to
drill down to the detailed data or abstract to even higher levels.

This concept is illustrated on a popular infovis tool – the parallel coordinates and
the abstract information is obtained usingk-means clustering. The effects are observed
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on several large data sets and a comparison between a traditional visualization tech-
nique and visual abstraction is presented.
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Chapter 2

Information Visualization

Sight is one of the most important and most sophisticated senses of a human. The
ability to perceive a large amount of information in a fraction of a second makes the
human visual system probably the broadest communication channel between our mind
and our surroundings. The visual representation of information usually does not de-
pend on any language and compared to text or sound, which are sequential media, in
many cases it requires less time to perceive. Visualization has accompanied the human
civilization for a long time and still remains one of the most powerful ways to store
and communicate information. As the old saying goes, a picture is worth a thousand
words.

Information comes in many forms. Science describes the real world in exact and
measurable variables like distance, quantity, position or ratio. Usually a certain object
or event is described by several variables of various types. The data of this origin is
usually multivariate and can be effectively stored in a table or a database, but inves-
tigation of such a representation can be a hard task (Figure 2.4, left). The best way
to communicate information from a computer to a human is probably through visual-
ization. It is a process of transforming usually scientific information into a graphical
representation that the human perceives more easily. Visualization as a part of com-
puter graphics can be divided into three main groups, each of them trying to display its
specific information to its specific target observer (Figure 2.1).

Volume visualization treats data inside a three-dimensional grid. The samples are or-
ganized as voxels (elemental cubic units of the discretized3d space) and usually
represent values measured or simulated at the corresponding position in a real
world scene. Volume visualization is strongly utilized in medicine (computed
tomography, magnetic resonance imaging) or in visualizing physical phenomena
like fire, clouds or fog.

Flow visualization puts stress on displaying movement of small parts of a larger mass
in a certain environment. Similarly to volume visualization, the scene is usually
divided into elemental units. The values represent physical properties of the mass
such as velocity, direction, density, pressure and others.
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Figure 2.1: Examples of the three main domains of the computer visualization: vol-
ume visualization of a human skull, flow visualization of an indoor air conditioning,
information visualization using the worlds within worlds method.

Information visualization is oriented on displaying usually arbitrary data without any
assumed knowledge about it. It has virtually no limits as for the structure, dimen-
sionality or type of the data, even flow or volumetric data can be observed using
information visualization. Therefore it is popular in statistics, economy or engi-
neering.

Information visualization (infovis) tries to display general data in a way that is easier
perceived by human than its usual representation. Records of the historical attempts
to achieve such a display prove that infovis has been a useful scientific tool for a long
time now. One of the best known and also an early example of the benefit of infovis is
Dr.Snow’s map of the Soho quarter [51] in London. It illustrates both the confirmatory
and the discovery goals of infovis.

In September 1854, an epidemic of cholera broke out in Soho. During first three
days of the month 127 people died and the number of death cases reached 500 by
10 September [51]. John Snow already had a suspicion that the virus is transmitted
through sewage-tainted water, but the authorities together with the sewer maintenance
company refused to trust his theories. His research among the locals accompanied
by a graphical representation of death cases on a map of Soho (Figure 2.2) lead him
to discovering the root of the outbreak, which was a water pump on Broad Street.
When they had the pump removed, the spread of cholera dramatically stopped, which
eventually confirmed his theory.

Even the technological contribution to visual communication during the 20th cen-
tury is not sufficient without an adequate attention to the type of the visualization. The
space shuttle Challenger launched in January 1986 exploded two minutes after the lift
off because of a leakage near the main fuel tank [37]. The engineers recommended to
delay the flight because of the chilly weather, but their presentation was not persuasive
enough and the authorities decided otherwise. Seven astronauts died because the link
between ambient temperature and resilience of large rubber rings was shown in a very
incommunicative way (Figure 2.3a). The overhead projector and the slides of the pre-
sentation were of no use compared to the impression that could have been achieved by
simply drawing the data into a scatterplot [52] (Figure 2.3b).

With the arrival of modern computers with graphical interface, infovis became a
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Figure 2.2: John Snow’s map of the cholera spread in the Soho quarter. The black
dots mark the deaths of cholera. In the visual center of the dots lies a black cross
marking the position of the Broad Street pump, which was indeed the local center of
the epidemic.

a)

b)

Figure 2.3: The relation between O-rings damage and temperature in a tabular and in
a graphical representation. It is hard to imagine that anyone seeing this graph would
have decided to launch at 30 degrees. (Temperatures in Fahrenheit)
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part of the computer graphics domain. Computers with their processing power are a
valuable tool for handling real world data or to conduct complex computations in order
to gain more knowledge about the world. On the other side of the computer display lies
another powerful processing entity – the human brain. Yet the communication between
them flows mostly through the limited resources of the display [51]. This fact turns the
visualization into one of the crucial parts of the whole data exploration process. No
matter how meaningful the data is, the meaning of it and even its existence can easily
end up hidden or lost if an improper visualization is chosen. The purpose of infovis is
to avoid such cases and to communicate as much information as possible through the
computer display. This quality is called visual effectiveness.

2.1 Visual data exploration

A good reason for an effective visualization is the aim to better involve the human in
the data mining process. Computers have huge storage capacity combined with fast
computational ability. Unlike them, the power of human processing lies in the flexible
and creative mind with the ability to learn and to think intuitively. Human intervention
in the exploratory data analysis improves the situations where automatic algorithms
often fail. The qualities of the human visual system lie in its sensitivity to specific
stimuli. They can be used to improve the exploration process. It takes a moment
for the eye to find the nearest neighbor of a spot in a diagram. Detecting underlying
structures becomes much easier with the help of human intuition. These and many
other tasks are quite complicated for a machine, but humans easily manage them with
the only limitation being the clarity of the display. The combined effort of visual and
automatic data exploration yields good results even in case of noisy or inhomogeneous
data [28].

The process of visual data exploration can usually be divided into three steps, defin-
ing the Information Seeking Mantra:Overview first, zoom and filter, and then details
on demand.[46]. For the purposes of any further investigation, the user has to be pro-
vided with an overview of the whole data first, upon his request the view can zoom in
on a desired area and filter out the rest. Then the area of interested can be shown in
more detail.

2.2 Data of interest

The target areas of infovis involve many different domains. For example economical
sciences usually provide statistical data about currencies or stocks. Biology works
with color, length, age, feeding time etc. Many other types of data are common in
engineering, networks or traffic control. Regardless of the differences between them
the data they produce share many similar properties. They usually are multivariate,
covering many aspects of the observed samples. They are stored in a computer since
most of them are automatically processed before visualization. And they keep growing
in volume every day.

The various data do not only share similar form. The real world origin of the data
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often implies presence of patterns, similar groups, noise or outliers in the content of
the data. Understanding the meaning of such features through the visual exploration
can help better to know the data and to gain further knowledge about the subject they
describe.

2.3 Information visualization system and interaction

Visualization creates a powerful communication channel between the human and the
computer. Organization of this channel plays a crucial part in overall comprehension
of the information provided by the graphical display. Information visualization is a
bidirectional process with the computer on one side and the human on the other. The
computer filters out unnecessary data and projects the rest on the screen using some
visualization method. The user interacts with the data by sending his requests to the
computer. The requests are processed inside the computer and a new visualization is
provided. Repeating this cycle leads the user to investigating the data, understanding
its meaning and observing the areas of his interest.

2.3.1 Interaction

User interaction plays an important role in the process of visual data exploration.
Rarely it occurs that the first graphical form of the data perfectly satisfies the needs
of the target user. Transformations of the display, changing the parameters of the pro-
jection and data management are necessary for obtaining the best visualization. The
user intervention to the visualization process happens on different occasions. If the
user is not satisfied with the portion of the data that is displayed, he transforms the
display by rotating, panning, zooming or specifying new values to determine the data
to be visualized. If the desired part of the data is displayed, but in an inappropriate way,
either the data or the display have to be filtered to provide a better view.

The parameters of the chosen interaction can be entered by specifying the exact
values, or they can be adjusted directly on screen. Direct manipulation takes advantage
of fast feedback and fast user interaction. It is often a more convenient way to interact
with the infovis display than a numerical input. Using direct manipulation, the user is
not obligated to know the precise values since he is provided with an instant overview
of the effects of his interaction. The realtime response of the system to the user stimuli
gives the user the impression he is in direct contact with the data and it helps him co-
ordinate his exploration. This approach is utilized in simple geometric transformations
like scaling or rotation and also when performing selection. The main criterion for the
direct manipulation is the speed of the feedback. A behavior that refreshes its state at
least approximately 10 times per second is considered realtime in terms of information
visualization. If the refresh rate falls under this level, the transformation of the display
becomes a trial-and-error process [14].
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Figure 2.4: An excerpt from the cars data set as a tabular data, a bar chart and a scat-
terplot.

2.3.2 Multiple viewports and linking

The wide variety of infovis techniques, further described in Section 2.4, offers many
ways to display the data. Each of them has its pros and cons and a careful combina-
tion of multiple views can help eliminate the disadvantages of the included techniques.
The best condition for an effective usage of multiple views is a diverse nature of the
data [53], like surveys including nominal, geographic and numerical variables, or the
necessity to observe a portion of the data in a different way than the rest, like a scatter-
plot view combined with parallel coordinates for example (Figure 5.4). The multiview
environment is only effective when the user is fully aware of the link between the views
and the relation of the data displayed in one view to the data in other views. Samples
selected in one view should also be made selected in other views as well. This process
is called linking views and it is a popular concept among visualization techniques [53].

2.4 Visualization techniques for displaying information

Throughout the years of development of information visualization many shapes and
methods were used for the graphical representation of data. The wide variety of the
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techniques for depicting mostly quantitative information is hard to be classified into a
working taxonomy. In spite of that, several classes can be created depending on how a
particular technique deals with the visualization of multidimensional data [20]:

• Dimensional subsetting

• Dimension reduction

• Dimensional embedding

• Pixel oriented techniques

• Axis reconfiguration

In general, infovis deals with data sets of high dimensionality and even if there are
cases where the data has a ‘displayable’ low dimensionality, multidimensional data in
this work is considered to have 4 and more dimensions.

2.4.1 Dimensional subsetting – scatterplots

A simple way to gain a useful graphical representation of multidimensional data is to
restrict the dimensionality of the visualized data to a lower number, usually not higher
than three, by producing a low-dimensional projection of the whole data set. Visu-
alization of the projection is a much easier task and can be done using a bar chart
(Figure 2.4, top right), a scatterplot (Figure 2.4, bottom right) or any other basic visu-
alization method.

The scatterplot is a simple yet visually powerful graphical display. Two axes are
placed perpendicular, each representing one dimension. A point is drawn for every
sample at its appropriate position according to the axes. This is very similar to plotting
a graph of a function or a cartesian product of two sets. The power of scatterplot lies in
its ability to depict correlations inside the data, therefore it is a favorite visual tool for
statistics.

Scatterplots can be combined to create a so-called scatterplot matrix [10]. Scat-
terplots are produced for all combinations of two dimensions from the whole set of
dimensions in the data and are placed as tiles into a matrix. The matrix provides an
overview of all the two dimensional slices.

A natural extension of the traditional scatterplot is a three dimensional scatter-
plot [34, 4]. The problems with hardly interpretable display and with occlusion were a
unwanted drawback of having an extra dimension shown in a scatterplot. But the mod-
ern graphical hardware allowing sophisticated rendering methods and realtime interac-
tion with such a display improves the situation greatly and makes the 3D scatterplots a
valuable tool for visual exploration.

2.4.2 Dimension reduction – MDS and SOM

Traditional scatterplots produce a planar representation of the data according to two
specific dimensions. This approach is effective but neglects the information hidden in
the other dimensions. The dimension reduction approach also strives to decrease the
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number of dimensions to be visualized, but instead of picking a dimensional subset it
displays the data in a two dimensional view while maintaining most of the intrinsic
relations inside it. For example multidimensional scaling [36] (MDS) is a visualiza-
tion technique that displays multivariate data in a way that maintains short distances
between similar samples and long distances between dissimilar ones. Using a simi-
larity matrix for all the samples from the data set it places the samples into the view
and reconfigures their positions to get the best approximation of the mutual similari-
ties. The result of the multidimensional scaling can be a view that actually differs from
the geometrical representation of the original data, but visually keeps the information
given by the similarity matrix. The drawback of this benefit is the higher computational
complexity than simple dimensional subsetting. Self Organizing Maps [33] (SOM) is a
visualization technique that has a similar philosophy as the multidimensional scaling,
but takes advantage of neural networks as a tool for creating planar representation of
multidimensional data.

2.4.3 Dimensional embedding

Similarly to subsetting, the dimensional embedding utilizes creating a low-dimensional
projection of the original data. The projection is produced as a slice at a certain position
inside a high-dimensional space. Several slices can be produced at different positions
and placed accordingly into a wrapping space. This requires dividing the dimensions
into those that are a part of the slice (the embedded dimensions) and those that cre-
ate the wrapping space (the embedding dimensions). An example of this approach is
worlds-within-worlds [17], an information visualization metaphor that allows to navi-
gate across the wrapping space and explore the slices at the given position (Figure 2.1,
right). Due to the non-zero space taken by the visual representation of the slice, it is
naturally not possible to display all the slices at once. Navigating in worlds-within-
worlds makes it possible to display every slice though not all at once.

A different tradeoff was chosen in dimensional stacking [40]. Here the space is
discretized which limits the total number of different slices into a finite number and it
is therefore possible to display them all at once. The embedding dimensions are usually
two or three and subtracting them from the original dimensions can still leave a number
of dimensions that is hard to display. In this case the remaining dimensions are further
recursively embedded until the dimensionality of the slice is sufficiently decreased.

2.4.4 Pixel oriented techniques

Unlike other methods that work mostly in the geometrical space of the data, it is also
possible to focus on the viewport with an intention to put as much information onto
a single pixel as possible (Figure 2.5). Data can be represented on a per pixel basis
by areas of different shapes and colors. Methods using this approach are capable of
displaying a large number of samples [30, 31] thanks to the minimal size of visual ele-
ments. The drawback of the pixel-based layout is a decreased capability of displaying
high number of dimensions and to observe complex relations. Pixel oriented techniques
are therefore most suitable for large databases of a low dimensionality like for example
source codes or internet site accesses.
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Figure 2.5: A pixel bar chart [30].

2.4.5 Axis reconfiguration

Another way to handle multivariate information is to project it into a special coordi-
nate system which could improve the visual exploration of the data. Its axes can be far
from the usual concept of a coordinate system. For example starplot [8] places the axes
into a radial layout and draws the sample as a line connecting the positions of values
on the axis representing the respective dimension. This creates a ‘star’ for every data
sample. But the axes don’t have to be represented as lines at all. Chernoff faces [9]
are a visualization method that maps different data properties to facial characteristics
(size of the nose, angle of the eyebrows, smile, frown etc.) utilizing the natural human
sensitivity to facial expressions. Both these techniques visualize a single data sample
by a relatively large representation which makes them not suitable for large data visu-
alization. Another visualization method, the parallel coordinates [25] utilizes the axis
reconfiguration approach as well, but is not much less limited in both the number of
dimensions and the volume of visualized data. The coordinate axes are placed parallel
into a two dimensional plane and the data samples are depicted as polylines connecting
particular values on the axes. Parallel coordinates as the working ground to illustrate
visually effective information visualization are further described in Section 5.1.

2.5 Large data information visualization

The fast development of technology for automatic data processing causes a great in-
crease in the volume of processed data. It is estimated that one exabyte of unique
data is produced every year [29]. Much of this data is also a source object for info-
vis. Faster computer hardware produces more precise simulation data, larger storage
devices provide larger databases, increasing volume of online commerce involves in-
formation about millions of customers. Information visualization has therefore often
to deal with this large data, unfortunately many contemporary visualization methods
suffer from various problems connected to large data.
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2.5.1 Loss of speed

As mentioned in Section 2.3 the response time of the application affects human inter-
action and reducing the speed below a certain value can have negative influence on the
process of visual data exploration. Two major aspects delimit the speed of the interac-
tion with an infovis display and can cause a significant degradation to the interaction
between the user and computer.

First the speed of the feedback is determined by the simple refresh rate of the graph-
ical interface. With a growing number of visual elements on the display the graphical
hardware spends more time rendering a single frame of the whole view. If the reduced
frame rate falls below 10 frames per second it is hard to maintain an impression of a
real time manipulation. This criterion is important especially during simple transfor-
mations of the display – rotating, panning, scaling and zooming.

The second aspect that affects the overall response time of an infovis display is the
speed of the data operations while performing selection, brushing or filtering. Geomet-
rical transformations of graphical representation of the data are usually not sufficient
to complete these tasks. Usually at least some interaction with the data needs to be
conducted.

Displaying large data sets often obstructs an effective interaction with the display.
Not only the low frame rate caused by the growing number of visual elements make the
simple interaction worse. Also the high dimensionality together with the large number
of samples significantly prolongs the time required to process more complex tasks. The
response times rise from milliseconds to seconds and the feedback is often too slow for
an effective visual exploration.

2.5.2 Occlusion

The problem with occlusion is not strictly bound to large data visualization. Any visu-
alization method that does not prevent overlapping of samples has to deal with occlu-
sion. It happens when two or more graphical elements have to be placed at the same
location. This results in drawing one over another. One of them might obstruct seeing
the others and hide important information (Figure 2.6). Misinterpretation of the data
is likely to happen in such a case. The probability of two elements being drawn at the
same place grows with the number of data samples in the view. Therefore large data
visualization faces the occlusion problem very often. Sometimes this can be fixed by
changing the projection or rotating the view, but many methods do not involve such a
transformation and a different solution has to be proposed.

2.5.3 Aggregation

Another problem with many samples being displayed on the same portion of screen
is determining the number of them. Several samples are occluded by the topmost ele-
ments and their existence together with the number of them remains hidden. Despite
that, a technique is usually capable of displaying only a limited number of distinguish-
able samples in the same area and from this number on the visual representation re-
mains the same regardlessly of the actual number of elements drawn. (Figure 2.6, left).
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Figure 2.6: Large data causes a significant clutter in information visualization displays.
Parallel coordinates view (left) and a scatterplot (right).

The population of a certain area is an important information and discarding it can lead
to unwanted consequences on understanding the data. Figure 6.2 shows a case where
the information about the number of samples in different regions couldn’t be acquired
visually and the display gave a false impression of a homogeneous area.

The aggregation problem can be partially solved using semitransparent graphics.
This way the opacity of different areas depicts their density because it grows with more
samples being drawn over the same place. Unfortunately using standard graphical
routines for drawing semitransparent elements, the relationship between the density
and the opacity is linear. But the linear mapping is not suitable for the purposes for
large data visualization, because the whole range between zero and maximum opacity
is divided into intervals representing mutually equal intervals in terms of the density.
If the maximum opacity is to correspond with the maximum density, the differences
between the smallest densities are not visible, since usually they are assigned the same
opacity value. And vice versa, if the differences on the low density level have to be
visible, the maximum opacity would correspond to a relatively low density. All the
densities above this value will be depicted as the same. Therefore it is necessary to
implement a logarithmic mapping, which is capable of displaying important differences
on both ends of the density spectrum.

Another drawback of drawing semitransparent elements is that it pushes outliers
out of attention since they will not be drawn sufficiently opaque to be noticed. Fixing
this problem requires much additional processing towards outlier detection.

2.5.4 State of the art for large data information visualization

Compared to the history of infovis the problem with large data is a relatively young
issue. Unfortunately the nature of infovis methods does not allow to rely solely on
faster computers and sophisticated graphical hardware, though the speed of interaction
is strongly influenced by this factor and can be at least partially remedied by it. The
other problems caused by the large data are still an issue and it is necessary to improve
the situation either by avoiding them or fixing them. This often requires choosing a
different point of view or a new geometrical representation.
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Figure 2.7: Hierarchical parallel coordinates [19].

In general the various approaches to the problem can be described by the domain
they are focused on and the visualization techniques they affect. The data-based meth-
ods use mathematical and algorithmical solutions for data reduction thus relieving the
visualization of the pressure caused by the large data. This approach can be seen in
several ad hoc optimizations like [45] or [44]. Much research towards large data visu-
alization is also being done in the field of Self Organizing Maps [27, 35], because the
nature of the algorithm provides preconditions for an effective visualization.

The display-oriented methods are trying to put as much information to the screen as
possible while reducing the overall clutter. Pixel-based methods such as [31], [30] are
capable of displaying even millions of items without overlapping or aggregation. But
the number of dimensions that such methods can display is quite low and the limits of
human perception to pixel-size elements have to be taken into account when displaying
large data on a big screen. Other works extend traditional methods to display larger
volumes of data by using semitransparent elements [16] (this topic is further addressed
in Section 2.5.3).

2.5.5 Hierarchical parallel coordinates

One of the most interesting works on visual abstraction is presented in [19]. Similarly
to the work presented in this thesis, the data are organized into clusters before the vi-
sualization and then the clusters are displayed in parallel coordinates (Figure 2.7). The
visual representation of the cluster consists of a fully opaque polyline as the centroid
of the cluster and then the area of the cluster fades out on both sides of the centroid
to fully transparent borders of the cluster. This visualization effectively encodes basic
statistical information about the cluster such as the mean and the extents. But other im-
portant information like density or population is missing, which might cause possible
disadvantages of the display.

• Outliers can be easily lost in such a display since their presence is often implied
by a low density or a extremely wide extent of a cluster. In hierarchical parallel
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coordinates, this information is not obvious and therefore the applied clustering
had to treat outliers very well, which results in high computational demands.

• The clusters with similar extents but different number of members are displayed
in the same way, which may cause bad interpretation of their relative importance.

• Opacity as the value that communicates distance from the centroid gives an im-
pression that the data inside the cluster is organized into a normal distribution.
Which in many cases is not true.

Unlike the hierarchical parallel coordinates, the work presented in this thesis either
addresses these problems or avoids them. Plus it presents an effective structure to
store the hierarchical information And although the parallel coordinates are chosen
as the main visualization method for this thesis, the concept presented here is easily
transferred to other visualization methods (scatterplots, MDS) as is not strictly bound
to the parallel coordinates.
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Chapter 3

Clustering

Almost every set of data that in some way reflects the real world contains groups of
similar samples. Such a group can represent a trend among the observations, like for
example a group of customers with similar preferences or specimens of the same origin.
A single member sample of such a group usually does not carry much information
important for the first glance of the data. Therefore replacing the samples from within
the group by statistical information about the group significantly reduces the number
of data and creates an abstract and less cluttered information.

Clustering is a process that divides the observed space into areas that are thought
to represent separate phenomena of the real world data. Its result is an estimate of
position and properties of the groups that are contained in the data. The clusters are a
good starting point for creating abstract representation of the data.

The abstraction usually discards some parts of the original information by aggre-
gating the samples into the clusters. It is an inevitable drawback of a simpler repre-
sentation. Therefore it is important to maximize the profit gained by the clustering.
The visualization of such an abstract information should use all the graphical resources
provided to effectively display as much information about the abstract data as possible.

3.1 Groups, patterns, noise and outliers

The samples of similar origin or having similar properties tend to create groups. This
behavior can easily be discovered in many visualizations and new groups can be found
by the naked eye (Figure 3.1). Other patterns can be discovered and explored visually
too. Direct/indirect proportionality, trends, equilibriums – many of them would require
intensive effort to be discovered on a computational basis. Using the visual exploration
makes this discoveries much easier and a new hypothesis might be formulated upon a
visual inspection of the data.

A common feature of the real world data is also the presence of samples that do
not follow any pattern or do not explicitly lie in a group. This samples might reflect
special cases worth further investigation but it is hard to discriminate between an error
and an outlier. The question of the correct tradeoff between suppressing noise and
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Figure 3.1: A scatterplot of a flow data. Three major features are visible in the data.

emphasizing outliers is a frequent problem in information visualization.

3.2 Types of clustering

The procedure of creating clusters can happen in several ways [48]. The samples can be
repeatedly grouped together if they are considered similar until all samples are mem-
bers of some group or are declared outliers or noise. This is called an agglomerative
or a bottom-up approach. Its opposite is the divisive or top-down approach that divides
the whole data space into smaller and smaller parts until the supposed groups are iso-
lated in separate parts. The variety of clustering methods is caused by their specific
properties. There is no perfect clustering method for arbitrary data therefore different
problems require different solutions and the proper clustering algorithm is usually cho-
sen according to the type of data, its origin and the target application. Comparing two
algorithms or their results is usually done via comparing the Euclidean sum of squares
(ESS) of the discovered clusters. The correlation between reality and estimate by clus-
tering can be expressed using ESS, with lower values meaning a better clustering. It
is necessary to notice that the ESS naturally favors spherical clusters. Clusters of rect-
angular or even chain-like shapes are hard to discover using ESS and therefore other
criteria have to be used or different clustering methods (e.g. single linkage) applied.

3.2.1 Top-down clustering

A typical example for the divisive class of algorithms is similar to building a quad
tree. The space is recursively divided into smaller and smaller subsets by a hyperplane
at specific coordinates and clusters are formed from samples in the same subset. If a
cluster matches desired properties it is not divided further. The fact that this algorithm
does not strongly depend on the similarity concept compared to the bottom-to-top al-
gorithms relieves it from thorough computation of mutual distances among samples.
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Figure 3.2: Clustering approaches: The top-to-bottom approach (left) accidentally
divides the largest group into two clusters in contrast to the bottom-to-top approach
(right).

This gives the divisive algorithms a speed advantage and they tend to work faster than
agglomerative algorithms.

But the ignorance of mutual distances not only speeds up the overall process, it
also may cause errors in the clustering. A careless deciding about the position of the
dividing hyperplane can lead to separation of samples that should be placed in the
same cluster, as can be seen in Figure 3.2 (left). Another disadvantage of the top-down
approach becomes apparent when clustering multivariate data. The divisive nature
of the algorithms implies a memory complexity ofO(nr), wheren is the number of
dimensions andr is the depth of recursion. The combination of a deep recursion and
high number of dimensions can result in very high memory demands. Unfortunately,
high number of dimensions is a common phenomenon among infovis data. On the
other hand, reducing the depth of recursion yields worse estimates. Both of these facts
strongly limit the usage of divisive algorithms for purposes of infovis.

3.2.2 Bottom-up clustering

The agglomerative algorithms, also called bottom-up algorithms, start to operate on the
lowest level of the data set. They either compare samples with each other in order to
create a cluster, or look for the nearest cluster of the sample. Accordingly, the results
are usually better than those of divisive algorithms, because it is almost impossible to
separate two similar samples. But the mutual comparison among all the samples pro-
duces a serious bottleneck of every bottom-up algorithm – a quadratic time complexity
multiplied by the time necessary to compute a single distance in the provided data
space. Obviously large data will cause these algorithms to slow down, unless some
modifications are done towards decreasing the number of necessary comparisons. An-
other optimization comes with using a table to store distances or similarity values for
pairs of samples. It is a very helpful tool, but memory issues arise again when dealing
with large data.
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An important feature provided by bottom-up clustering is the capability of building
hierarchies of clusters. A specific level of the hierarchy corresponds to a clustering at a
certain precision level. A popular algorithm calledk-means, which is further described
in Section 3.3.1 or the minimum spanning trees (MST) algorithm are good examples of
building such hierarchies. The MST algorithm comes from the domain of graph theory
(it is an approximate solution of the traveling salesman problem), where it is used to
create a skeleton of a graph with respect to minimizing the cost function for the edges
of the skeleton [15]. If the cost function represents distance between two nodes and
the nodes represent samples, the result of the MST algorithm can be used to produce a
clustering of the data [3]. All it takes is to ’cut’ the tree at a specified level. Building a
cluster hierarchy with such a tree provided is then trivial.

3.3 Clustering large and multivariate data

The proper tradeoff between memory and time demands is a common problem in the
computer science domain. And clustering is a typical example of such a situation. The
divisive algorithms work faster, but multivariate data can radically enlarge the memory
consumption. And there is also the risk of incorrect assignment of samples to clusters.
Agglomerative algorithms provide good results without any special memory demands,
but the time complexity might reduce the usefulness of the resulting application. Pos-
sible solutions can be found in combining these two approaches in a way that mutually
minimizes their disadvantages or in modifications of algorithms in order to save space
or time. More optimizations towards speed increase are also possible using various
heuristic methods [13, 49], since their computational and memory demands are much
smaller and the results are satisfyingly similar to exact methods.

For the purposes of visualization, the bottom-up approach seems to be a better
choice, since the most negative aspect of such algorithms lies in the time it takes for
them to finish. As the clustering is supposed to be performed in the beginning of the
visualization this handicap will not affect the visualization in a significant way.

3.3.1 k-means and its modifications

Thek-means, an agglomerative algorithm, has several clones and many modifications,
but what all of them have in common is the core concept of the algorithm, to produce
a given number (k) of clusters with locally minimal ESS. The basic algorithm begins
with markingk samples as starting points for the future clusters. Then all of the re-
maining samples are one by one assigned to the cluster with the nearest centroid and the
centroid of the cluster is then recomputed. This process repeats until no samples need
to be reassigned [21]. It is obvious that the operation of the algorithm depends on the
selection of the number of thek starting points and their placement. It is recommended
to choose thek-tuple as the one with maximal mutual distances [18]. Unfortunately
there are not recommendation about the value ofk, since it strongly depends on the
data itself. Therefore it is common to let the user specify thek value or to switch
between various possible values.
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Determining the best initial points for thek-means algorithm on large data is not a
trivial process. It is almost impossible to calculate all mutual distances in a reasonable
time and even with the distances already given or computed, finding ak-tuple with
maximal mutual distances is not a trivial problem. For the purposes of large data certain
modifications need to be done to the originalk-means algorithm. A fast choice is to
select the initial points randomly, but this approach often produces incorrect results
especially for low values ofk. Yet it is worth considering for highk since the random
choice usually produces a relatively homogenous spread of the initial points. It is not
really correct for a clustering, but can be found helpful in data reduction.

The modification tok-means used in this project to demonstrate the process of
creating an abstract hierarchy utilizes randomness as well, but with much better results.
In the beginning every sample is randomly assigned to a cluster. Centroid of every
cluster is computed and all the samples are tested for the nearest cluster and reassigned
to it. The centroid recalculations and sample reassignment is performed repeatedly for
all samples until a stable solution is found [41]. Several problems might occur. The
initial random assignment might use less thenk different values across the whole data
set, which can be easily fixed. Another problem is a possible infinite loop between
several stages that can not converge. The behavior inside this loop is similar to some
configurations of ‘The Game Of Life’ [22]. It is almost impossible to completely avoid
this problem, but the chances of its occurrence can be eliminated down to a safe level
with randomly changing the order of samples during their test and reassignment stages.
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Chapter 4

Visual Abstraction

The concept of describing reality in an abstract way is widely used in every commu-
nication media. A simple reason for using less detailed information are the numerous
aspects and incomputable details a single event or subject involves. For a comprehen-
sion of the subject often a much simpler description is sufficient. A book or a movie
represent events focusing on the important parts. The pictures on public places need
only few resources to successfully give directions on restaurants, restrooms or exits.
Visual abstraction is a means to display ’less’ with the meaning of ’more’. The most
important quality of an effective abstraction is to preserve the meaning of the displayed
data on a certain level of truthfulness and not to lose connection between different
abstraction levels. The process of drilling through abstract layers to the precise infor-
mation is similar to approaching a distant object. As we shorten the distance from the
object we might see a tall shape transform to a person, the person to a man, the man
to a friend and finally on the lowest level of abstraction we might see the expression
on the face of our friend. It is vital for the various levels of abstraction not to display
a distracting or incoherent information. The main purpose for using visual abstraction
in computer graphics is to clean up the display and to economically use hardware re-
sources. Both of them are a precious material for computer aided visualization. The
need for a faster or easier to understand display creates a good starting point for visual
abstraction in many subareas of computer graphics.

Non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) was originally used to simulate various artistic
techniques on synthetic images (Figure 4.1, left). But the concept of abstracting the
original information into a different shape exceeded the field of aesthetic computer
graphics and is now also used to emphasize interesting areas and suppress the context.
NPR is also used to enhance volume visualization of medical data [23]. As shown
in Figure 4.1 (right), the skin is rendered as a contour enveloping the other tissues
and organs. This mode keeps the precise notion of skin in the picture yet the visual
representation of it does not obstruct other elements in the scene.

Another example of effective using visual abstraction is rendering visually effective
route maps [2]. The usual maps either display the whole route and neglect important
details or show the details but require a large area to draw the rest of the route using the
same scale. A useful improvement is to use different zoom factors for areas of different
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Figure 4.1: A synthetic watercolor painting as presented in [11] (left) and non-
photorealism in scientific visualization: the skin is rendered as a contour to enhance
the view (right) [23].

importance. The idea of putting more stress on certain areas of the data at the expense
of truncating the less important parts is also known as the hyperbolic projection [39].
Compared to the NPR, the effective route maps not only utilize a different rendering
mode, they also positively distort the original information in order to emphasize im-
portant parts.

The individual legs of a journey do not deserve the same amount of attention when
it comes to orientation and directions. A highway usually takes up the longest part of
the whole route, but requires only little attention. By contrast a small exit might be of
a high importance and missing it might mean a long detour. Usual route maps stem
from cartographic projections and use the same scale for all parts of the route (Fig-
ure 4.2, left). The maps also often contain distracting and unimportant information like
negligible geographical features or insignificant curves on the road. All these features
make a regular route map hard to read and high amount of attention is necessary to
comprehend the information displayed by it. The system for rendering effective route
maps evaluates the importance of every single part of the route and chooses the proper
scale for it. Sometimes it is also necessary to reorganize the original layout since the
emphasized parts could overlap with the rest. The resulting structure (Figure 4.2, right)
can look quite different from the original cartographic representation, but as the user
study [2] shows, it is considered much more useful and clearer.

4.1 Level of detail

An abstract overview is generally a good improvement to many visualization tech-
niques. But the neglected details might be found useful later on during a more thor-
ough investigation. For that purpose, implementing various levels of abstraction is a
valuable idea. The abstract information can be gained from the original data with var-
ious precision and the different abstract representations can be stored in a structure
called level-of-detail (LOD). Three dimensional rendering uses LOD for storing dif-
ferent levels of decimated meshes of models because distant objects do not require a
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Figure 4.2: Route map visualization in traditional software (left) and using visual ab-
straction (middle) [2].

Figure 4.3: Two stages of a progressive rendering process (left) and several levels of
detail of a 3D model (right).

precise geometry and thus replacing them with a simpler mesh saves many hardware
resources [42]. Progressive rendering takes advantage of LOD to quickly draw the
crudest level first. This provides the user with a preview and the further levels are ren-
dered afterwards to enhance the image until the final, most detailed, stage is achieved.

4.2 Visual abstraction for information visualization

The subject of computer aided information visualization is not displaying objects or
events directly, but rather displaying observed features of usually a larger number of
objects. Visualization methods alone produce an abstract graphical display that is dis-
similar from the shape of observed objects. Therefore the meaning of visual abstraction
transforms itself into a slightly different form. The whole data set becomes the basis for
building an abstraction upon. Not the features of objects but objects (samples) them-
selves are the details which the abstraction removes in order to increase the clarity of
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the display. The abstract information should be based on the original data, maintain
its meaning and intrinsic nature, but require less attention and hardware resources. To
achieve this, a certain knowledge about the underlying structures inside the data are
necessary. Infovis tries to treat its data as generally as possible, because of the wide
variety of target areas of application. Unlike flow visualization [43] or medical visual-
ization [23], it is impossible to assume any a priori knowledge about the infovis data.
The process of abstracting to a higher level from the original data has to be as gen-
eral as possible. Therefore unsupervised data mining or clustering seem to be a good
choice. With the abstract information provided, the cluttered graphical representation
of a large data display can be replaced by new visual elements corresponding to higher
levels of abstraction.

4.3 Visual exploration vs. automatic data mining

Using machine-based approaches to data mining might seem a little counterproductive
to visual data exploration. Both of them are trying to achieve the same – understand
the meaning and the nature of the data – but each of them uses different methods and
works in a different way. The combination is not a common phenomenon. The com-
puter is usually used either as the data explorer (in case of unsupervised data mining) or
serves as a mere tool for an easier access to the data. But as presented in Section 6, the
mutual effort of human and computer leads to promising results. Computer interven-
tion in some stages of the exploratory process together with an appropriate graphical
representation of the new abstract information prevents the user from being deluged
by too many visual stimuli. Yet it preserves the structure of the data to a large degree.
To avoid the mutual counteractions of human and computer, it seems a good choice to
use the data mining only to build an abstract structure above the original data. These
actions are less computationally intensive as a full and thoroughly precise data mining
but are satisfactory for the purposes of abstraction and data reduction. Further com-
puter operations on the data should be left upon users decision. The freedom of choice
between visual exploration and computer data mining will allow the user to explore
the data his own way and adopt the behavior of the system to conditions of the target
application.
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Chapter 5

Large Data Visualization Using
Parallel Coordinates

The cooperation of automatic data mining and visual abstraction creates an effective
tradeoff between the computational complexity on the side of the machine and visual
effectiveness on the side of the human. By sacrificing some time for preprocessing and
preparation of the abstract structure the former visualization pipeline [7] is extended by
a branch that involves data mining and building the abstract structure using the results
of the mining (Figure 5.1). Thus the resulting visualization needs more time to initial-
ize the abstract information, but the visual differences and improvements are obvious
and definitely worth the time spent preprocessing. To illustrate the concept of visual
abstraction as a means for visually effective information visualization of large data
new graphical elements and a new data structures were developed. Nonetheless, the
approach used here can be extended to almost every visualization method and use arbi-
trary abstract information to build the level-of-abstraction structures above the original
data. The structures and approaches used here do not depend on the type of clustering

Figure 5.1: The shortest route is not always the fastest. A modified pipeline provides
abstract information visualization.
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Figure 5.2: Parallel Coordinates. PointC(c1, c2, c3, c4) is represented by a polygonal
line.

or the data mining method.

5.1 Parallel coordinates

A popular visualization technique, already used by statisticians in 1970’s and rediscov-
ered by [25] utilizes the axis reconfiguration approach in order to display a relatively
high number of dimensions on a two dimensional display. Everyn-dimensional point
is represented by a polygonal line. Similarly to starplots the shape of the polygonal
line depends on the coordinates of the point. TheN axes of the parallel coordinate
system are placed vertically and equidistant to each other. They define the projection
of RN onto the screen. A pointC with coordinates (c1, c2, . . . , cN ) is represented by
a polygonal line connecting the positions ofci on their respective axes (Figure 5.2).
This projection provides a 2-dimensional display of the whole data set and is capable
of displaying up to tens of different dimensions. Therefore it is widely popular among
scientists that work with multivariate data like statisticians, physicists or economists.

Many complex and multidimensional patterns can be observed in parallel coordi-
nates with the naked eye (Figure 5.3). Positive or negative correlations are easily seen
between two adjacent axes and the exploration can then be easily extended to other axes
as well [24]. The geometry inside parallel coordinates is affected by the projection and
creates a dual relation between a point in Euclidean space and a polyline in parallel
coordinates [26]. The spatial envelopes of points are easily constructed in parallel co-
ordinates as areas bounded by the marginal values for all the dimensions (Figure 5.6,
bottom).

An unpleasant drawback of the point-line duality is the amount of space occu-
pied by a single data sample. This predetermines the display to be heavily cluttered
when filled with many samples. Interaction and understanding of such a display is
usually very complicated (Figure 5.6, top). But the modifications of parallel coordi-
nates [47, 50] and also the efforts towards efficient displaying of large data in parallel
coordinates [19] make this method a promising working ground for visual abstraction
and large data visualization.
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Figure 5.3: Visual exploration in parallel coordinates: highlighting all the Japanese
cars (ORIGIN axis) reveals that they are very light (WEIGHT axis), have medium ac-
celeration (0-60 axis) and below medium horsepower (HP axis). Image taken from [1]

5.2 2D binning

Observation of two dimensional relations in parallel coordinates is easy and intuitive.
In spite of the fact that other techniques display more of these relations (a scatterplot
matrix or dimensional stacking), the number of axes seen at once still makes parallel
coordinates a worthy tool for exploring patterns between two adjacent axes.

This thesis presents a solution, where the two dimensional subspace defined by
two of the axes is divided into several parts and the samples are classified by the part
they reside in. The samples in the same part are assigned to the same bin and the
bins together with their samples are colored according to the characteristic of the bin.
The three basic characteristics, as seen in Figure 5.5, have their colors assigned and
the resulting color of the bin is a combination of the two nearest ones. The color is
then extended to the remaining segments of the polylines to emphasize any common
behavior of samples that are declared similar in the 2d binning. The same can be done
in the linked scatterplot view (Figure 5.4).

The size of the bins is chosen as a2k-fraction of the size of the original space. This
facilitates on-the-fly transitions into a higher or lower level of abstraction if necessary.
Also the adjacent bins have their boundary values modified if there is a relevant as-
sumption that they are a part of the same bigger structure (Mathematically this means
that their boundary values are close enough).

2d binning is similar to divisive methods for clustering. As mentioned in 3.2.2, the
divisive methods are not much suitable for cases involving many dimensions. But for a
two dimensional subset the 2D binning is a very effective tool. The importance of 2D
binning is even increased by linking the parallel coordinates with a scatteplot, which
provides an additional view of the data (Figure 5.4) and helps to observe the relations
between two dimensions even in situations where the large data would produce an
image that is hard to interpret. By changing the order of axis the behavior inside an
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Figure 5.4: 2D binning in parallel coordinates and scatterplots: Data are highlighted
according to the occupied portion of the two dimensional subspace between the fifth
and the sixth channel.

Figure 5.5: Three main characteristics of data in a scatterplot and their corresponding
visualization in parallel coordinates.

arbitrary subset can be observed in both scatterplot and parallel coordinates.

5.3 Multivariate abstraction in parallel coordinates

For displaying multidimensional abstract information in parallel coordinates a slightly
different approach has to be chosen than for displaying individual samples. Since the
abstract structures in this project are mostly clusters, their visual representation can
be approximated by their bounding box. The polylines that belong to samples from
within such a cluster are replaced by a polygonal shape covering the area occupied by
the cluster. Depending on the chosen level of abstraction the number of clusters varies
and usually many of them overlap each other. In order to avoid unwanted occlusion the
polygons are rendered semitransparent so that all parts occupying the same area are at
least partially visible in the resulting image and the information is not lost.

5.3.1 Transparency

The transparency of the graphical elements is controlled via changing the alpha (opac-
ity) value. The opacity value is also used to communicate additional information about
the cluster. Several types of opacity mapping are implemented. Most of them utilize a
non-linear mapping, as described in 2.5.3. The functionf(x) mentioned in following
paragraphs is a function that projects the〈0, 1〉 interval onto itself in a logarithmic way.
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Figure 5.6: Large data visualization in traditional parallel coordinates. Virtually no
patters or groups can be observed in the cluttered areas (top). It is also hard to determine
the number of samples in different regions. Visually effective information visualization
using parallel coordinates (bottom). 10 thousand samples, 15 dimensions.

• Uniform mapping assigns all clusters the same opacity value, usually1/k with
k being the number of them. This mode is useful to get a glance of the data and
to easily distinguish occupied areas from unoccupied ones. Apart from that this
mode is of little use.

• Population mapping puts stress on the number of samples contained in a cluster.
The opacity value equalsf( pi

pall
) wherepall is the number of all samples and

pi is the number of samples in the cluster (population of the cluster). Such a
mapping emphasizes highly populated clusters and is useful when looking for the
strongest trends inside the data. However, it handles outliers and small populated
clusters poorly.

• Density mapping seems to be the best choice from among the selected modes. It
takes into account the population and also the size of the clusters. The opacity
value equalsf(pi.sall

pall.si
) wheresall is the volume of the bounding box of all data

and si is the volume occupied by thei-th cluster. This approach emphasizes
both small but dense clusters and big clusters with high population. Another
advantage of the density mapping is that it draws less attention to clusters that
are relatively highly populated, but are sparse because of their large size.

The different modes can be interactively changed and can serve different purposes.
Nonetheless, the density mapping seems to be the most useful mode, since density as
the ratio of population to size gives clues about the dispersion inside the cluster and
thereby the ‘truthfulness’ of it.

In order to preserve outliers or small clusters in the visualization an ordering of
the clusters is performed before their rendering. For every axis in the view, the clus-
ters score points according to the size of the interval they occupy on the axis. The
sum of these points gives the resulting rank of the clusters. Then they are rendered in
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Figure 5.7: The transparent areas before (left) and after (right) ordering the clusters
according to their size.

Figure 5.8: The effect of texturing. The real shape of the cyan area is questionable in
the view without the texture (left). After the texture is applied it becomes clear, that it
partially lies under the light brown area.
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Figure 5.9: The individual mipmap levels designed for an effective hatching using
homogenous texture coordinates.

a descending order, with the biggest clusters first. The ordering prevents the bigger
clusters from being rendered over the smaller ones and significantly improves the view
(Figure 5.7).

5.3.2 Colors and textures

The visual difference between the abstract structures inside the data is easily achieved
by using different colors for different objects. But several aspects have to be carefully
pondered. The colors have to be as mutually different as possible and share the same
intensity. Some colors appear brighter to the human eye than others therefore it is nec-
essary to compensate the effect to avoid some objects being incorrectly emphasized.
According to [6] the palette of these properties should not contain neither sequential
schemes (useful for ordered data) nor diverging schemes. A qualitative scheme ac-
quired from [5] is applied to color the individual elements. The palette distinguishes
the objects by hue while keeping the color intensity relatively the same for all colors.
The resulting effect is smooth and well arranged.

Although the colors in the chosen palette are various, often it happens that areas
of similar colors are placed near each other. And sometimes a specific configuration
of overlapping polygons might create an incorrect impression (Figure 5.8). This can
be remedied by drawing a certain texture to simulate the directions of the underlying
polylines. The texture is originally monochrome, but it is tinted according to the color
of the appropriate region. It is also important for the texture to be seamless and not
to produce alias. After applying the texture, the clutter in the image is only slightly
increased, but many questionable areas in the display are enhanced and a more correct
information can be observer visually (Figure 5.8). The human visual system is quite
sensitive to shapes and patterns, therefore the information about overlapping clusters is
very easily discovered by perceiving the change of the hatching of the respective area.

As mentioned above, the hatching of the area is achieved by applying a stripe tex-
ture. In order to emphasize the shape of the area and to give a similar impression as
the original polylines, this texture has to be appropriately stretched. Since the view
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Figure 5.10: Diagram of the SELDA structure. Notice that only one pointer is used to
address the children of a node.

is implemented into an OpenGL environment, theglTexCoord4f() function was
used. Using the homogenous texture coordinates that this function provides brought
up the problem of mipmapping in areas where the texture has to be stretched unevenly.
Regular mipmaps produce a very distorted image in such areas because of using the
smallest mipmap for narrow parts of the textured quad. This was fixed using a special
mipmap [32], that maintains similar appearance of the texture on different levels of the
mipmap (Figure 5.9).

5.4 Data management

For an effective visual abstraction certain structures have to operate on the original data
to supply the necessary abstract information. The need for coherent multiple levels of
detail implies a hierarchical nature of the structure. Similar samples are members of
the same cluster and similar clusters are children of the same cluster on a higher level
of abstraction. A tree-like structure is a natural choice for such needs but the large
data issue has to be taken into account. Usual trees used to represent hierarchical
information might grow to gigantic volumes when a high number of leaves has to be
included. Since the data itself often occupies hundreds of megabytes it is undesirable
to build a structure of a similar size.

Another important aspect is the security of the data. Often an infovis display is
linked with other displays in order to cover different aspects of the data. An inap-
propriate intervention to the source data might cause the visualization in other views to
fail, therefore the data should be treated remotely and independently of the other views.

The Structure for Efficient Large Data Abstraction (SELDA) is optimized for large
abstract hierarchies and fast level of detail transitions. It contains a tree of clusters
connected to the relevant abstraction level, a table for resolving members of a cluster
(Data Index Table – DIT) and a table that stores cluster membership for every data
sample (Cluster Index Table – CIT). Every node of the tree represents one cluster in
the abstract hierarchy and stores statistical information about it: population, boundary
values, mean and variance.

The target depth of such an abstract tree is probably not higher than four or five and
the number of clusters is relatively low compared to the number of samples. Therefore
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Figure 5.11: Data Index Table reordering. In the first step, clusters are assigned to data.
In the second step, the indices are ordered according to their cluster membership.

the biggest concern about the size of the structure relates to the lowest level of abstrac-
tion, where a large number of samples has to be assigned to their parent cluster. Usu-
ally a cluster would have a pointer stored for each of his children, which results in high
memory demands. To avoid this the following optimization was implemented. The
references to samples in DIT are ordered according to their cluster membership. The
resulting table contains references grouped in their respective clusters (Figure 5.11).
This allows for using only one pointer to refer to all the samples inside a parent cluster.
Together with the number of child samples stored in the cluster two numbers total are
necessary to delimit the references to children samples. Thanks to this modification
fixed and predictable memory demands are assured for the price of simple preprocess-
ing. The concept of sorting children nodes can be applied to all levels of abstraction,
as shown in Figure 5.10, the structure uses only one pointer for all children nodes of
one parent node. This optimization causes the structure to take up much less memory
than an ordinary tree.

Building of SELDA is a three-step process. In the first step, clustering or any other
data mining method is performed to obtain information about groups of samples and
their members. This information is stored into CIT. In the second step, the DIT is sorted
as described earlier and basic clusters on the lowest level of abstraction are formed. The
basic clusters are the clsuters on the lowest level of abstraction. They are produced as
the result of clustering the original data and therefore are built using different rules than
the upper levels of SELDA. Finally higher levels of the hierarchy are abstracted from
the basic clusters.

Dividing the building of the abstract structure into several steps offers a possibility
to apply different similarity measures for joining clusters on higher levels of abstraction
than those used for building basic clusters from original data samples. For example a
Euclidean distance can be used as a criterion for building basic clusters. Afterwards
the higher levels of abstraction can be formed using rather statistical then geometrical
properties, e.g. similar size and variance or population. The criterion used during this
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implementation to declare two clusters similar was the shortest distance between them
– an analogy of the nearest neighbor algorithm. It is virtually impossible to conduct
the nearest neighbor calculations for the large number of objects in the original data
set. But as soon as the number of treated objects is reduced to the number of freshly
created basic clusters, this easy and effective method can be successfully applied.

5.5 Incorporating the project into the Simvis software

The implementation of the research presented in this thesis was developed as a part
of the Simvis software, which is a visualization workbench used and developed by
VRVis Research Center for Virtual Reality and Visualization, Vienna. The core idea
of the Simvis software is to perform professional visualization on a consumer hard-
ware [12]. The system offers several visualization methods: 2D and 3D scatterplots
and histograms, volumetric visualization and parallel coordinates. The system pro-
vides linking between these views and an interactive way to specify the areas of interest
in complex multivariate data [38]. Moreover the system is capable of combining the
selections and managing them using its Feature Definition Language (FDL).

The system is focused on visualization of flow and industrial data usually of a simu-
lation origin. It is stores it in its own data format – the High Performance Unstructured
Mesh (HUM). The structures presented in this thesis along with the algorithms for their
management were designed to be easily transferred to different infovis environments
and to access the data remotely in order to maintain the consistency with other views.
Therefore a new layer was inserted that intermediates between the HUM layer and
SELDA. This layer provides an on-the-fly normalization of the data for the purposes of
computing distances and building clusters.

The implementation of parallel coordinates works in an OpenGL-accelerated win-
dow inside a Java graphical user interface (Figure 5.12). This interface is used to
perform basic interaction with the parallel coordinates as well as with the different ren-
dering modes and abstraction parameters. The computations themselves are provided
by a C++ code compiled in the Win32 native environment.
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Figure 5.12: The GUI of the parallel coordinates inside the Simvis environment
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Chapter 6

Results

Conventional methods for information visualization experience difficulties when trying
to display large data. The improvement gained by visual abstraction can be observed
in using the implementation of the method described in Section 5. Five data sets were
tested all of which contain flow data and include more than ten thousand samples each
with a dimensionality above fourteen.

filename samples dimensions processing response response
time time 1 time 2

03 test.hum 17,100 15 40sec 4 sec <0.1 sec
mixed test.hum 10,260 16 25sec 3 sec <0.1 sec
blood.hum 162,300 15 6min 20sec 12 sec <0.1 sec
classicbox.hum 20,000 17 45sec 6 sec <0.1 sec
bomb test.hum 5,500 24 50sec 1 sec <0.1 sec

Data sets of such a volume are not rare today and it is likely that they already belong
to the smaller ones compared to huge data produced by current physical simulation or
a census. Even with the data set being far below the volume of the largest data sets, the
conventional parallel coordinates fail to render a fast reacting display and the clutter
in many areas makes the visual exploration much harder. Significant improvement in
large data visualization was achieved using visual abstraction in parallel coordinates.
For the price of relatively cheap preprocessing (thousands of samples organized into
clusters in less then a minute in four of five cases) the display gets much clearer and it
is easier to perceive.

6.1 Speed improvement

The interaction with such a display is many times faster than with traditional infovis
displays and the graphical hardware demands do not increase with increasing data,
since they only depend on the number of clusters created not on the number of indi-
vidual samples. The difference can be seen in the table. Response time 1 refers to
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Figure 6.1: Occlusion: What appeared as a homogenous region in the middle part of
the traditional parallel coordinates (left) reveals two different groups in abstract view
(right).

Figure 6.2: Aggregation: It is now clear to see (right) where the most of the data lies
and that the rest is less populated.

the the display without visual abstraction, Response time 2 to the display with visual
abstraction. The second display reacts interactively within a fraction of a second.

6.2 Occlusion and aggregation problems solved

The other situations that are common for large data visualization are improved as well.
Unlike the original dense display full of polylines, the abstract display offers a much
more comprehensible view. Using transparency and texturing together with the ab-
stract representation of the samples reduces the clutter and minimizes the chances for
occlusion or aggregation problems to occur.

As can be seen in Figure 6.1 (left) the usual parallel coordinates display the area as
a dense bunch of various lines. After replacing them by an abstract representation, the
underlying structures are uncovered, revealing a group of data that could not be seen
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Figure 6.3: Most of the data in the blood data set was found to be focused in a tight clus-
ter, which surprisingly splits into two interesting branches. (The picture was enhanced
for printing purposes). This data set is an excellent example how large data might cause
a bad interpretation of visualization. Even very dense structures that would be expected
to appear in the abstract view were assigned to the ‘background’ when compared with
the highly populated and very dense ‘main’ cluster.

before (Figure 6.1 (right)). Actually two separate groups (the red and the blue stripe)
are discovered in the middle area in a place that was considered to be homogenous in
regular parallel coordinates display. A similar improvement is obvious on the display
in Figure 6.2. The original view gives the impression of a homogenous area with a
relatively equal distribution of the samples. But after a clustering of the data was per-
formed, it shows up that the majority of the data resides in a small area around a specific
value with rest being probably just a dense noise (Figure 6.2 (right) or Figure 6.3).

An obvious difference in the visible shapes can be seen in Figure 6.1 and in other
images as well. The structures that were visible in former visualization sometimes
stand back and new structures emerge, some samples that appeared as separate from
a more dense structures are now inside the same cluster and vice versa – some struc-
tures that appeared to be compact are split into two or more clusters. To explain these
changes, it is necessary to realize the high number of dimensions that contribute to the
final result of the clustering. A compact structure in one subset of dimensions can be a
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sparse and wide-spreading cloud of data in another subset. Or samples that appear to
be separate can actually be closer than expected when all the dimension are taken into
account.

Differences can be observed also among the abstract displays of the same data.
The factor that causes different results of the clustering is the clustering itself with its
parameters. The modifiedk-means algorithm used in this thesis starts with a random
assignment and another randomness affects its progress. This, together with the differ-
ent values of thek parameter, might cause different results. But as the test cases show,
the differences between the various results on the same data set are only minor and the
core nature of the data is the same in all of them (Figure 6.4).
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Figure 6.4: Variousk-means results on the same data set, from top to bottom – original
data set,k=6,k=12,k=64
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and future work

As the results might imply, the cooperation between human and machine promises a
successful improvement towards visually effective information visualization for large
data. Though support provided by automatic data mining is a valuable contribution
most of the algorithms producing sufficient results are not optimized for handling large
data. Heuristic methods and other modifications are worth considering. Possible ways
to optimize the current state can lead through modifying the usedk-means algorithm
or incorporating the approach presented in [49]. Additional research is necessary to be
able to define an ideal abstraction method for large data.

Another interesting idea is to focus more on an efficient data reduction than a com-
putationally complex data mining. The data mining is a stronger mechanism and pro-
duces more abstract results, but it is also very complicated and computationally com-
plex compared to a simple data reduction. The shift towards data reduction can be
achieved by tweaking the contemporary clustering algorithms (e.g. setting thek pa-
rameter of thek-means algorithm to an especially high value) or by implementing
other data reduction methods such as the vector quantization. The clusters obtained
that way can be relatively small and might be found useful for further abstraction or
visualization, since they discard only little information but they reduce the number of
the data to be visualized by a significant factor. The concept presented here can easily
be used to take advantage of almost every data mining method and it can also be ex-
tended to other visualization methods such as scatterplots, which in addition turn out
to be a valuable partners to cooperate with parallel coordinates during the visual data
exploration.

The results described in the previous chapters show how effective the information
visualization techniques can be for large data. Replacing the plain data with an abstract
information gained from aggregating similar samples naturally produces a less precise
representation, but opens new views on the data revealing structures that were not seen
before.
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